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The roof has continued to present problems but Alpine Roofing has been trying to resolve these at 
no cost to St Thomas’s. The eaves trough system has been modified to prevent direct flows of water 
onto flat roofs; only a heavy rainfall will show if the problem has been solved.  

 
The south steps to the church were rebuilt last summer and there is a two-year warranty against 

failure (on the labour only, as the existing materials were used). Repairs to the north steps are on 
hold for now. 

 
Windows to the men’s vesting room on the west wall were replaced after a prolonged delay by the 
contractor, who was so embarrassed that he only collected our down payment. All drywall around 

these and all other undercroft windows was also rebuilt, along with the south-east corner above the 

altar. The south-west stairwell ceiling was also repaired but damaged again, by rain. Repainting 

should fix this provided the leaks have stopped. The candle room window now needs replacement, 
also due to leaks. 

 
All basement areas remain at risk of water ingress from the sewers and drains. Quotes have been 
submitted to Corporation and a decision is pending.  

 
Obtaining contractors to work on small jobs in the downtown area is becoming a problem in 

Toronto. The jobber I have been using is planning to relocate to Port Hope this year because of the 
rising cost of housing. Extending the Sexton’s hours to full-time would obviate this problem. For 

example, a replacement window could be purchased and installed by him at much less cost than by 
using a contractor. Similarly, he could do minor plumbing repairs, painting, drywalling and 
woodwork.  

 
There will be a Benedictine Day in the spring; details to follow in the bulletin.  

 
Respectfully submitted,  

 
Meredith Thomas  
Property Committee  

 


